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CARING FOR BABY

So Much Laundry ... So Little Time wABLE OF CONTENTS

New babies generate lots of love, sleepless
nights, newfound joys - and piles of laundry! March/April 1995
Because keeping baby's world clean and sweet-

CARING FOR BABYsmelling can seem like an overwhelming task, The t.

Soap and Detergent Association offers new So Much Laundry ... So Little Time
parents some practical laundry advice.

DECORATIVE LAMINATES
The sooner a soil or stain is treated, the more

Removal Tips for Soils and Stains 2
effective the results. Presoak products are
especially effective for loosening soils and stains DESIGNED FOR ECONOMY
from sources that come hand in hand with Custom Kitchens on A Budget 3
babyhood; baby formula, milk, eggs, baby foods,
vomit and urine. Follow the package directions for Q&A
the recommended amount. The soak period varies SDA Answers Your Questions 3

< from V-i hour for light stains to a possible overnight
soak for heavier stains. If the item was particularly MISCELLANY

expensive and/or has great sentimental value, it's Flushed with Success 4

best not to wait; apply a pretreat product and Night Lights 4

launder as soon as possible. Packing up Your Winter Wardrobe 4

Wallcovering Trends 4To help eliminate odors and stains, liquid
Newsworthy Home Furnishings Fabrics 5

household bleach (sodium hypochlorite), or color- Choosing Cookware 5
safe bleach, or borax can be used alone to soak
or with detergent for washing. Check the care WHAT'S NEW? 5
labels to determine the type of bleach that is safe
for the fabric. "KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6

While fabric softeners will help soften baby
clothes, they may reduce the effectiveness of
flame retardancy on fabrics like those used for
children's sleepwear. Therefore, fabric softeners
should not be used with children's sleepwear. diapers and the soak solution into the washer and

If cloth diapers are used, shake or scrape any set controls to spin to remove excess water.
solids into the toilet, then rinse the diaper in clean To save energy, use a cold water rinse. For best
water. Deposit soiled diapers in a soaking solution results, wash diapers every other day and wash
made from detergent, or presoak product, or no more than three dozen in one load. To help kill
bleach. Consult the label directions for the correct bacteria that cause diaper rash, add liquid
usage and amount. For safety purposes and to household bleach to the wash cycle.
prevent odors, use a diaper pail with a tight-fitting Dry diapers on the regular cycle. Do not overdry
lid. When diapers are ready to be washed, pour as this makes them feel harsh. .~ti
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DECORATIVE LAMINATES/ Thorough rinsing is an important part of the ~~s/

Removal Tips for Soils and Stains cleaning process. If a dish left on the surface is \

wet or if the room's humidity causes condensation
In addition to being beautiful, decorative laminates to form on the dish, the moisture around the
are durable, stain-resistant, scuff-resistant and bottom of the dish can reactivate even a small

easy-to-clean. These attributes make them a residue of cleaning solution. The result could be a
popular choice for countertops in kitchens and permanent ring mark.
baths. And because these two rooms probably Certain types of stains may require some

additional treatment. If the laminate surface isattract a greater variety of stains and soils than
any other room in the house, The Soap and worn, some dark, wax-based marks, such as

Detergent Association offers some tips on the crayons and candle wax, may stain. If this is the
care and cleaning of laminated surfaces. case, clean them with all-purpose cleaner and a

A quick wipe with a damp cloth will take care of soft bristle brush. Clean up nail polish spills with a
most spills. However, be sure to remove any remover that is the same brand as the polish. The
puddtes immediately. Flooding a laminated two products will have compatible formulas, which
surface or immersing it in water may damage the reduces the risk of permanent damage. Follow up
glue lines and cause the support material to swell with hand dishwashing detergent and rinse with

warm water.and warp.
To remove grease, spray the surface with a Some substances can permanently damage the

glass cleaner or all-purpose cleaner and wipe with surface. This includes drain openers, oven
a soft cloth. cleaners, rust removers and toilet bowl cleaners,

Regardless of the type of stain, try the easiest as well as hair dyes, textile dyes, food colorings
method first. This means cleaning the surface with and mascaras with permanent dye. If spilling
a solution of warm water and hand dishwashing occurs, wipe immediately, then rinse the surface
detergent, using a sponge or soft dish cloth. Rinse several times with clean water. Work quickly and
with warm water and dry with a soft cloth. carefully. Read and follow label directions as

If the spot or stain remains, move on to the some products contain strong ingredients that can
second step - using an all-purpose or multi- burn your skin.
purpose cleaner, or tub/tile/sink cleaner following Laminated surfaces are relatively tough.
the manufacturer's instructions. Rinse and dry. However, if they are cut or burned, they cannot be

If the stain still shows no sign of fading, treat it repaired. Never put hot pots directly on the
with a paste made from baking soda and water. countertop or use the surface as a substitute for a
Apply the paste with a soft bristle brush and rub cutting board. It's also a good idea to use a trivet
gently, using a light, circular motion to avoid or insulated pad to protect the surface from heat-
damaging the surface. Rinse with warm water and generating electrical appliances, such as toasters,
dry with a soft cloth. curling irons and electric slow cookers.

Never use an abrasive tool, such as a knife,T?^.b^o-ir^f,f?>^tif,n^,^i^ii^s!.1i,bT^i^^,d with
undiluted liquid household bleach (sodium paint scraper, sand paper or steel wool pads, to

remove dried stains. Avoid strong cleaners or. /K^oS^^SSn abrasives. Although paper towels can be used in<.
using bleach. Apply the bleach full strength to the place of soft cloths, avoid paper towels that are
spot. Let it stand for no more than 11/2 minutes, stiff and scratchy. .

then rinse several times, using plenty of warm
}

water. Certain dried stains, such as coffee,
mustard and chocolate, and some liquid
medicines, including some children's vitamins,
may require bleaching. If newsprint ink stains the
surface, apply bleach and scrub lightly with a soft
bristle brush.
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TODAY'Sp

CLERKING

Consumer information

about household

cleaning products

T
il oday's consumers want to know about more than just performance when

selecting a cleaning product. Increasingly, they want to understand how a product
works. What's in it? Is the product safe for themselves, their families and for the
environment?

f
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This new SDA Information Kit addresses some of those common consumer

questions. It contains a backgrounder on The Soap and Detergent Association; an
overview of the uses, benefits, and human and environmental safety of cleaning
products; and three "Q&As" that present some facts about "natural" cleaning
products, mix-at-home cleaners and cleaning product disposal.

The SDA Information Kit is offered in an easy-to-use folder format. One to four
copies are available free to consumer educators and communicators; additional
copies are $1.00 each.

Please send copies of the SDA Information Kit.

Name
f,

Title

Affiliation

Address

^

City State Zip

Mail or fax form to: SDA Information Kit

The Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10016
FAX: 212-213-0685
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THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

475 Park Avenue South
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TiPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATiON

DESIGNED FOR ECONOMY Q&A

^ Custom Kitchens on A Budget SDA Answers Your Questions

Homeowners who crave a custom kitchen but Q: I like being able to use a minimal number of
don't have a budget to match can benefit from cleaning products for my household cleaning
several innovative ideas, reports The Soap and and, therefore, use an all-purpose cleaner for
Detergent Association. many jobs. Is it ok to use my all-purpose

New software programs for home computers are cleaner on wood and for carpet spills?
designed to create two-dimensional floor plans A: An all-purpose cleaner will do a good job on
and three-dimensional perspectives at the click of painted wood, but not on unfinished or varnished
a mouse. Icons for walls, doors, windows and wood. For these surfaces, use a cleaning and/or
cabinets, plus a color palette and a function that polishing product formulated for wood. Similarly,
calculates the cost of materials helps the all-purpose cleaners are not recommended for
homeowner visualize the project and determine a use on carpets. These products may affect the
budget before calling in the remodeling pros. carpet dyes or remove the soil guard. For safe,

CD-ROM programs covering homes, kitchens effective cleaning on carpets, use a carpet
and baths provide computer users with built-in cleaner.

calculators that instantly compute how much paint, All-purpose and multi-purpose cleaners work
tile and flooring to buy. Databases allow the we!l on a multitude of surfaces and are truly
consumer to search for manufacturers of kitchen convenient to use. The label directions will specify
and bath products; they also supply 800 numbers the surfaces on which they can be used.
to order product literature or locate a dealer.

Standard wall cabinets, which come in 32", 36" Q: I just looked at summer garments I stored
and 42" heights can be mixed and matched in over the winter and noticed some moth holes.

innovative ways to create a custom look. One How can I remove the moths from the
w garments and prevent them from damagingidea is to vary the heights, but install them with all

the lower edges even. The taller cabinets will winter clothes I am getting ready to store?
extend to the ceiling; the shorter ones will have a A: Completely wash and dry all the garments
space between the top of the cabinet and the stored in the container or closet where the moth

ceiling that functions as a shelf. If the room has a damage occurred. This will remove any insects or
high ceiling, group shorter cabinets together and larvae. Thoroughly clean the container or closet,
stack them into heights not available in standard then wash it down again using a disinfectant or
cabinetry. disinfectant cleaner (read and follow label

Standard corner wall units can be transformed directions). Be sure everything in and around the
into floor cabinets by adding a toekick at the infested garment and area is cleaned and treated,
bottom. Use two together - one on the floor and otherwise, the eggs or larvae will continue to
one mounted on the wall. Add a furniture base on cause damage.
the bottom cabinet, crown moldings on the top To help prevent future infestation, clean all
and decorative side panels to both. The result is a garments to be stored, even if there are no visible
"custom" corner hutch. soils or stains. Any food or beverage left on a

Standard cabinets can be repositioned to create garment will provide nourishment for insects. Also,
effects that resemble furniture. Install two broom stored garments should be free of starch or sizing
cabinets side by side and upside down, so the because they also attract certain insects.
small doors are on the bottom. This changes the Store clean garments using mothballs and cedar
cabinets' proportions to match those of a finished chests. The scent of these items repels moths
piece of furniture. Place smaller wall cabinets and insects. .

horizontally on the floor, add cushions and the
result is a window seat, .

w
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MISCELLANY Packing up Your Winter Wardrobe

As warmer weather approaches, it's time to thinkFlushed with Success
about storing those winter clothes safely away.

Special amenities and designs with water-saving Garments should be cleaned prior to storage,
features are dressing up the newest toilets, notes stresses The Soap and Detergent Association.
The Soap and Detergent Association. Many insects, especially moths, thrive on greasy

Look for automatic flushing mechanisms that are food stains. Clothes that have not been cleaned

triggered by the closing lid ... and easy-to- may have "invisible" stains. If these stains contain
operate, push button mechanisms that allow the sugar, they will oxidize over the summer months,
consumer to select a 1.6 gallon flush for solid causing a yellow or brownish stain. Do not starch
waste or a one gallon flush for liquid waste. and press any items - the starch, too, can serve
Removable seats allow for easy cleaning. And, as food for some insects

when space is at a premium, there's even a toilet Hang coats and heavy suits on padded or wood
with a basin and water spout built into the top of hangers. Fold knits and sweaters flat, with layers
the tank. of acid-free tissue paper between the folds to

While these new toilets may have unusual prevent crease lines or discoloration.
features, they are made from. the same ceramic Store items in a cool, well-ventilated area, away
as their traditional counterparts. To clean the from artificial or natural light. Avoid plastic
outside, use an all-purpose cleaner, disinfectant drycleaner bags - they can trap moisture which, in
cleaner or cleanser, then rinse. To clean the turn, causes mildew.
inside, use a toilet bowl cleaner, disinfectant
cleaner, cleanser, all-purpose cleaner or liquid Wallcovering Trends
household bleach (sodium hypochlorite). Scrub Retro designs - stylish renditions from the 1940s
the inside of the bowl and under the top rim with a and '50s - are making news in the wallpaper
toilet brush. Let the solution stand for a few industry, reports The Soap and Detergent
minutes and then flush. Read the product label for Association. Miniature cows and milk bottles,
proper use instructions and avoid mixing products pastel roses, '50s-style appliances and illustrated
containing chlorine bleach with products shopping lists adorn wallcoverings with
containing ammonia or acids. coordinating borders and fabric. Matte paper

enhances the vintage quality, as does a sunny
Night Lights yellow, dusty blue, salmon and celadon color
Night lights guide the way in the dark hours of the palette
night, comforting little ones who are afraid of the Self-adhesive wallcoverings that can be washed,
dark, and keeping late night wanderers from repositioned and reinstalled are another important
tripping in darkened hallways as they head toward trend. These products are designed to combat the
the bathroom or kitchen. Until recently, these consumer perception that papering a wall is a
lights were dull, utilitarian affairs. Not anymore, messy, labor-intensive project. Press-in-place
declares The Soap and Detergent Association. installation eliminates the need for glue or water.

Fashion has entered the night light market, For those who crave stenciled borders and

encouraging more consumers to introduce this walls, self-adhesive stencils make the process
important safety aid into their homes. Some faster and easier. These multi-use stencils will

designs, including the Crayola crayon box, Barney adhere to tiles, walls, wood, ceramics, glass and
the dinosaur and Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, furniture. Like the self-adhesive wallcoverings,
are aimed specifically at children. Night lights with these stencils can be washed, repositioned and
sports themes appeal to fans of all ages. Tiffany- reused again and again. .

style night lights and night lights coordinated to
other items in the room, such as bedspreads,
lamps and rugs, enhance a room's decor.
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Newsworthy Home Furnishings Fabrics WHAT'S NEW?

Hot colors and tempting-to-touch fabrics are
With voluminous hair styles making a comeback,newsworthy developments in the home furnishings
new hair care tools feature "fatter" curling ironsfabric market, reports The Soap and Detergent
and rollers. The Big Curls Setter includes five VA"Association.
diameter rollers that can be used to create softRich red tones, such as paprika, brick, clay and
curls, add height and dimension or smooth outcranberry, spice up the natural color palette. And
curly hair. The Hot Air Curling Iron and Brush is athe naturals have gone metallic. Copper, gold,
big barrel curling iron that dries hair as it styles.pewter and bronze are out in full force, in varying
(Conair; One Cummings Point Road;intensities.

Stanford, CT 06904)Textured fabrics, including chenille, plush velvet,
silky brushed cotton and woven boucles, look
fresh in both contemporary and traditional

Quick cutting and fast clean up are the hallmarkssettings.
of the Rock'N Roll Pizza & Pastry Cutter. ThisOutdoor fabrics are moving indoors, where they
molded, one-piece cutting tool with built-in, easy-are fashioned into tabtecloths and furniture
grip handle is made from nonstick, high-techcoverings. These fabrics are treated with an
plastic. It is designed to cut pizza, pastry, cheeseadditional coating to protect them from the
and sandwiches in one rocking motion.elements. To prevent them from fading, many of
(Maverick Ventures; 14715 Timberway Court;these fabrics are also colorfast. Popular patterns

Chesterfield, MO 63017)include florals, stripes and contemporary motifs.

Choosing Cookware
IntelliSense is a one-touch dishwasher that

Optimum performance - including reduced utilizes fuzzy logic to streamline its operations.
' cooking time, decreased energy use and evenly Built-in sensors measure the amount of dirt, food

cooked food - is the result when the cookware is and rinsing agent in the water. It also measures
compatible with the cooking surface, counsels The the potency of the detergent, warns the consumer
Soap and Detergent Association. if an item falls out of position during washing and

Begin by selecting heavy gauge, flat, smooth- factors in the shape of the dishes in determining
bottom utensils with straight sides and tight-fitting the amount of washing time.
lids. To check new or old cookware for flatness, (Maytag Company; One Dependability Square;
place the edge of a ruler across the bottom of the Newton, IA 50208)
utensil and hold it up to the light. Little or no light
should be visible under the ruler.

For electric cooktops, the element or cooking CD-ROM enthusiasts can use their computer
area should be the same size or slightly smaller screen to browse through the aisles of many of
than the base of the cookware. If the cookware is their favorite mail order catalogs, "opening"
too small, energy will be lost. Cookware that is too cabinets and drawers or perusing color and
large may mean additional cooking time. Too- pattern swatches, via The Merchant. This disc
large cookware also allows excess heat to incorporates more than 6,000 products from 39
transfer to the range top, possibly cracking or full-color catalogs and brochures. This user-
chipping the porcelain. On a gas cooktop, adjust friendly software with easy search features
the burner flame so it does not extend beyond the automatically creates an order form as purchase
edge of the cookware. In addition to the safety selections are made.
considerations, this saves energy and increases Consumers can obtain the free disc for a small
heat-up time. . shipping and handling charge by calling 1-800-

ONE-DISC (1-800-663-3472). .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS To quickly clean a food blender, fill the blonder jar
no more than half full with warm water. Add a fev t

^

Hot pinks, bright greens, electric blues are often drops of hand dishwashing detergent, cover ana
much less colorfast than other fabrics. Wash them blend at STIR for about 10-20 seconds or until

separately or test them first before washing with the sides are clean.

other colors. For safety's sake, do not pretreat
with stain removers unless you have tested them
for colorfastness on an inconspicuous area.
Fluorescent colors may fade over time. To improve the energy efficiency of a refrigerator,

follow these tips. Clean condenser coils every
three to four months - dust covered coils can't

To get dishes thoroughly clean in the automatic dissipate the refrigerant's heat as well as clean
dishwasher, position items with the soiled side coils. Periodically clean the door gasket and metal
facing the center of the machine so soil can be surface to prevent mildew from forming and allow
rinsed away by circulating hot water. Position the doors to seal better. Place the refrigerator
large bowls, platters or pots so they do not block away from direct sunlight or other heat sources -
the flow of water. Place delicate and plastic items the additional heat makes the refrigerator run
on the rack farthest away from the heating or more often to stay cool. Cover liquids to reduce
drying element, usually the upper rack. Place moisture and frost buildup. Use a refrigerator
spoons, forks and knives in separate thermometer and adjust temperature settings,
compartments of the silverware basket to prevent making sure the fresh food area is at 37° and the
scratches and other damage. freezer isn't colder than 0°. .

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and DetergentAssociation, Mention
of product names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsementora guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the
Association and/or its member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumerwaste.
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